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Please note:

• Keep microphones on mute

• Unmute to ask a question during the 

presentation

• Submit written questions via the chat 

facility

• We are recording the session; please 

turn off your camera if you prefer 

privacy

• See aaiisandiego.com for other 

meetings



Agenda:

UVXY, VXX and VIXY are all examples of exchange 

traded funds (ETFs) which allow investors to trade 

market volatility as if it was an asset in its own right.

(We’ll just cover two examples; some are very similar)

What exactly are these ETFs doing?

How well do they actually track market volatility?

And why would an investor want to “play” volatility in 

the first place?



Summary of ETFs

Trade just like shares of stock

Some of them can be illiquid

Have increased tremendously in popularity over the 

last decade

Basic premise:  to make it easy for investors to trade 

complex, illiquid, or expensive investments (original ETFs 

were index funds)

No promises of beating the market!  Their goal is to 

match the index/sector/strategy that they’re tracking.



Summary of volatility

Volatility is unique as an “asset”

There will never be a sustained upward trend in 
volatility like we see with some stocks

Volatility can’t go bankrupt!

The pattern is: spikes in volatility, followed by volatility 
declining, followed by trading in a range until the 
next spike

The difficulties with predicting the pattern are:
When are the spikes coming?

How long will it take for volatility to subside after a spike?

How long can we go before the next spike in volatility?



UVXY – long volatility





“Tail risk” hedging



UVXY – long volatility



UVXY – long volatility

How well do they actually track market volatility?

Tracks volatility pretty well, but…

…underperforms it in the long run.

In fact, we can expect that the long-run trend of any 

ETF that’s long volatility will be downwards.

Why?



UVXY – long volatility

And why would an investor want to “play” volatility in 

the first place?

Great hedge/protection against a market crash (see 

March 2020)

Reliable negative correlation with the market (partly 

explains the negative long-run trend)



UVXY Holdings



In case it’s not obvious how crazy this all is…

Prices of options on the S&P 500 index

VIX (based on 

implied volatility)

Futures on 

VIX
ETFs trade 

Futures on VIX

Option 

contracts listed 

on the ETFs

Options on 

VIX



VIX futures



VIX futures



VIX futures

Upward-sloping term structure (“contango”.  2020 was 

mostly an exception to this.  Post-covid crash in March, 

VIX futures were commonly in “backwardation”)

Rollover losses

Near-dated contract is more volatile than later-dated 

contracts (2020 no exception to this)

Higher margin requirements

Margin requirements change as contract approaches expiry



VIX futures

Can we do better than UVXY with a similar strategy?

Consider:

Long futures contracts on VIX

Sell when there’s a spike in VIX (term structure changes to 

backwardation)

Only continue with the strategy when contango is restored

Challenges:

Timing of sale after spike

Margin requirements



VIX futures – margin requirements

Note: you can 

reduce 

margin 

requirements 

with spread 

trades



Options on UVXY

Calls quite cheap 

considering that this was 

above $40 as recently as 

summer 2020.  



Summary of long volatility ETFs

Good hedge against a market crash, but very strong 

downward trend in price over time

Compared to buying OTM put options on the index for 

protection:

Easier, don’t have to choose strike price or expiry.

Don’t have to monitor position, know when expiry is coming up.

Buy call options on the ETF?

Can be very cheap

…but, cheap because of the general downward drift in value, so we 

have time decay and “price” trend working against us

…but, HUGE bang for the buck when there is a crash (10X increase in 

value feasible to help reduce our other losses) 

Buy call options on the VIX directly?



Short volatility - SVXY



Short volatility – SVXY
-Note that previous short volatility funds have ended badly



Short volatility – SVXY
-Note that previous short volatility funds have ended badly

XIV



SVXY – short volatility

How well do they actually track market volatility?

Actually steady, strong gains in value during periods 

of calm, but…

…crashes when volatility spikes.



Steady, strong gains during periods of calm



SVXY – short volatility

And why would an investor want to “play” volatility in 

the first place?

The steady, strong gains during calm market times 

are attractive. 

The shape of the futures prices works to the 

advantage of the ETF as they short futures.



Summary of short volatility ETFs

Make steady money in calm market periods

Prone to blowups which wipe out most/all of the gains 

which have accumulated

 I haven’t used them … seems the only way to succeed 

is invest for some period and then get out (and hope 

there wasn’t a market downturn of any strength during 

the holding period!)



What’s worked for me

Put spreads on VXX (Remember, as an ETF the 

long-run trend is expected to be downwards)

Worked especially well after the March crash (and 

managed to survive the crash itself)

Generally, buying puts on VXX, selling shorter-

dated OTM puts, and buying calls on VIX

Rules:  

keep rolling over short puts

take profits on call after any spike in volatility 

(re-establish call when futures curve back to contango)


